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November 6, 2021

SHIELD-IL, Test to Stay, and Mask Update

We had our first SHIELD-IL testing experience this past week. We are very thankful to
have this program in place. Between our three testing locations, 398 tests were
administered; five positive cases were reported. To check for your student’s results,
please follow the link to set up an account: How can I access my child's results? The parent
agency code that will be requested is df5brbrj. Blue Ridge CUSD #18 will also receive
results of your test and will notify parents separately of any positive result.

Our next step will be to begin the Test to Stay Protocol. "Test to Stay" is a practice
comprised of regular testing and contact tracing to allow close contacts to remain in the
classroom, while maintaining other layered prevention strategies, such as universal
masking, to reduce the spread of COVID-19. We anticipate that during the week of
November 8, 2021 our testing partner will provide us with extra testing materials to keep
on site. Once that happens, we will have what we need to begin Test to Stay. The
protocol will be guided by our school nurses, under the direction of DeWitt Piatt
Bi-County Health Department (DPBCHD). Test to Stay may allow close contacts who
are asymptomatic to stay at school while being tested on days 1, 3, 5, and 7. Due to
weekends and holidays, there will be some adjustments to the assigned testing days, as
determined by our school nurses in cooperation with DPBCHD.

I also want to share another repeat request. Some of our students are relying upon the
district to supply one to two masks every day. Whether the masks are supplied through
District funding, DeWitt County Emergency Management, or DPBCHD, the associated
costs could be reduced if families could routinely send students to school prepared with
a mask. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
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